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WE ARE PROUD TO PRESENT  
A UNIQUE COLLABORATION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PIPER-HEIDSIECK ESSENTIEL BRUT BY TASTE!   
This unique champagne is a profound collaboration between 

Emilien Boutillat, the Chef de Cave of Piper-Heidsieck,  

and Kasper Stuart from the Taste! Restaurant & Bar Group.

It’s a perfect festive aperitif champagne for any celebration  

but also especially made to pair with the bold dishes of Black Smoke.  

 

This champagne is from the harvest of 2014 and has ripened  

in the cellars for 昀椀ve years before it was disgorged in 2020.  
 

It is a blend of 47% pinot noir, 31% meunier and 22% chardonnay  

grapes and 18% of this champagne are the 昀椀nest reserve wines.   

It boasts a precise, well-rounded and elegant pro昀椀le. Its precision  
and remarkable balance make it an ideal companion for gastronomy.  

The nose initially delivers initial notes of white peach, brioche,  

grapefruit and candied quince, developing towards aromas of toasted  

almonds. The palate is creamy and fresh. The length is remarkable  

and the 昀椀nish on mineral notes pairs perfectly with a re昀椀ned cuisine.  
Extra Brut at 6 gr/l 

 

GLASS  € 13,00 
BOTTLE  € 69,00



BUBBLY WINES & CHAMPAGNES 
 
PIPER-HEIDSIECK ESSENTIEL BRUT BY TASTE!   
Especially made to pair with the bold dishes of Black Smoke. This champagne is  

from the harvest of 2014 and has ripened in the cellars for 昀椀ve years before it  
was disgorged in 2020. It is a blend of 47% pinot noir, 31% meunier and  

22% chardonnay grapes and 18% of this champagne are the 昀椀nest reserve wines.  

GLASS  € 13,00 
BOTTLE  € 69,00

MONT MARÇAL CAVA BRUT RESERVA    
MACABEO, PARELLADA, XAREL-LO | PENEDES, SPAIN   
Pale yellow colour with a 昀椀ne pearlised 昀椀nish. In the nose, aromas of citrus  
combined with light hints of yeast and brioche. Pleasant taste where  

the balance between fresh acidity and soft fruitiness makes for a pleasant 昀椀nish. 

GLASS  € 8,00 
BOTTLE  € 39,00 

PIPER-HEIDSIECK ESSENTIEL BLANC DE BLANCS 
As part of the Piper-Heidsieck Essentiel collection, Essentiel Blanc de Blancs is  

a wine of complexity and pro昀椀le that meets the high demands of gourmet food lovers, 
connoisseurs and trendsetters. The extended ageing and Extra Brut dosage  

of the cuvée expresses the philosophy of Essentiel. 

BOTTLE  € 95,00 

PIPER-HEIDSIECK ROSÉ SAUVAGE 
Chardonnays from the Montagne de Reims blend in nicely with   

pinot noirs from Les Riceys in the Côte des Bar, the southernmost  

part of the champagne vineyard. It results in an intense champagne  

with hints of luscious berry, alongside its aromatic and smokey 昀氀avours.  
This Champagne is ideal to be served with duck and other red meat dishes.  

50-55% pinot noir out of which 20-25% is aged to red wine - 30-35% meunier   

15-20% chardonnay. 

BOTTLE  € 90,00 
 
PIPER-HEIDSIECK CUVÉE BRUT MAGNUM 
This signature cuvée of the house is a round and vibrant non-vintage  

Cuvée Brut recalling the rich variety of its blend of 100 Crus from across  

the patchwork of champagne vineyards.

BOTTLE  € 135,00 



PIPER-HEIDSIECK VINTAGE 2012
With the precision of a watchmaker, 18 Crus were selected,  

mainly Premiers Crus and Grands Crus. The pinot noir from the  

Montagne de Reims gives the perfect structure and balance to the wines,  

complemented by chardonnay from the Côte des Blancs and the Montagne de Reims, 

which brings the elegance and charm of the wine to a wonderful result.  

A champagne that matures, yet remains youthful and fresh!  

BOTTLE  € 125,00 

PIPER-HEIDSIECK RARE 2002
Over the last forty years Rare Champagne has only declared nine vintages,  

the most demanding in champagne, all in limited production.  

Régis Camus, the cellar master of Rare Champagne, exclusively selects  

a truly singular year, when nature has been tamed, when time and expertise  

unveil exceptional champagnes, gifted with a distinctive character  

and endless longevity. 

BOTTLE  € 250,00 

TAITTINGER COMTES DE CHAMPAGNE 2006
This 昀氀amboyant Champagne got a 98/100 score from Wine Advocate.  
A 100% chardonnay champagne, only to be described as Limited Edition  

and f*cking perfect.

BOTTLE  € 190,00 
 
BILLECART-SALMON ROSÉ BRUT CHAMPAGNE
Billecart-Salmon Brut Rosé Champagne has rightly been voted the best 

rosé champagne in the world on several occasions. A beautiful light pink colour  

with golden sparkle. It is round, complex and has rich 昀氀avours. We get accents  
of smoke, spices and fruit with a persistent aftertaste. A Champagne with  

an assemblage of 30% Pinot Meunier, 40% Chardonnay and 30% Pinot Noir.

BOTTLE  € 140,00



GRAPE VARIETIES BY THE GLASS 
 
WHITES 
 
SERRA DA ESTRELA, ALBARIÑO 
ALBARIÑO | GALICIA, SPAIN
A young, straw yellow albariño with a lively and bright appearance. Characterized  

by its typical purity and minerality, in combination with white, ripe stone fruit.

This wine excels in its beauty.

GLASS         € 10,00   
CARAFE (50 CL)        € 38,00  
BOTTLE        € 55,00 

CIRCUS
SAUVIGNON BLANC | MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
Nice aromatic white wine with mainly citrus hints, fresh but rounded,  

giving a smooth sense on the palate.

GLASS  € 6,50   
CARAFE (50 CL)  € 24,00  
BOTTLE  € 35,00 
 
RARE VINEYARDS
VERMENTINO | LANGUEDOC, FRANCE
Lovely accents of elder and lime blossom, white stone fruit and citrus in the nose.

Lots of freshness, subtle acidity and a slight minerality on the palate.

GLASS  € 5,50   
CARAFE (50 CL)  € 19,50  
BOTTLE  € 28,00
 
“BABOON ROCK” UNWOODED  
CHARDONNAY | FRANSCHHOEK, SOUTH AFRICA
This fruity chardonnay with a medium body takes “monkey business” to a whole new level. 

The century-old vines and grapes in this rural area are protected from “monkey thieves” 

by friendly paintball gun昀椀re. With a winery this creative in protecting their precious yield,  
you can only imagine how playful they are in creating their wines. 

GLASS  € 8,00  
CARAFE (50 CL)  € 30,00  
BOTTLE  € 45,00 



REDS 

SAN FELIPE ‘BODEGA LA RURAL’
MALBEC | MENDOZA, ARGENTINA 
Spicy, full and round. Made with passion! 

Ripe black fruit and spices, some raisins and soft tannins. 

Not too 昀椀rm, but thankfully still not a softy. 

GLASS  € 6,50   
CARAFE (50 CL)  € 24,00   
BOTTLE  € 35,00 
 
‘68 VIGNAIOLI’ CANTINA SAMPIETRANA
PRIMITIVO | PUGLIA, ITALY
Intense ruby red colour. In the nose, ripe black fruit and notes of vanilla.

In the mouth, elegant, smooth and intense, as a Primitivo should be. 

GLASS  € 10,50   
CARAFE (50 CL)  € 40,00   
BOTTLE  € 59,00 
 
EL BOS OAKED
TINTA DE TORO | TORO, SPAIN
A powerhouse with lots of red fruit … It’s a full-bodied wine with  

roasted notes on the nose. And it combines perfectly with our parilla grill.  

Bring on those dry aged meat selections !

GLASS  € 9,50  
CARAFE (50 CL)  € 36,00  
BOTTLE  € 53,00

RARE VINEYARDS
CARIGNAN | LANGUEDOC, FRANCE
Very pleasant and juicy red wine based on 100% carignan grape. Aromas of berries,

spices, vanilla with subtle wood notes. 

GLASS  € 5,50   
CARAFE (50 CL)  € 19,50  
BOTTLE  € 28,00



PINKS 

LE P’TIT RAMATUELLE
CARIGNAN, GRENACHE, MERLOT, CINSAULT 
PROVENCE, CÔTE D’AZUR, FRANCE 
A distinctive, fresh and playful rosé from the south of France, with a fashionable

light pink colour, crisp red fruit, dry and smokey in taste and with a clean,

lively aftertaste. A perfect rosé to drink all day. Available in magnum version

especially for you! 

GLASS  € 6,50   
CARAFE (50 CL)  € 25,00   
BOTTLE  € 38,00 
MAGNUM (1,5 L)  € 75,00 
 
 
 
 



WHITES 

 
ARGENTINA 
 
CIRCUS
SAUVIGNON BLANC | MENDOZA
Nice aromatic white wine with mainly citrus hints, fresh but rounded,  

giving a smooth sense on the palate.

BOTTLE  € 35,00 
 
AUSTRALIA 
 
FALLING ROCK
VIOGNIER, CHARDONNAY, SAUVIGNON BLANC | MURRAY DARLING
A very nice blend, surprisingly fresh with light acidity. A zesty nose with crushed almonds 

and white fruit. On the palate white melon, lemon, lychee and sweet ananas in the back 

with a light buttery 昀椀nish.

BOTTLE  € 31,00 

AUSTRIA

GRÜNER VELTLINER “WEINGUT PETER DOLLE” HEILIGENSTEIN
GRÜNER VELTLINER | KAMPTAL
A grassy, lively and fruity Grüner Veltliner with a lot of suppleness,  

spiciness and a touch of white pepper.

BOTTLE  € 39,00 

“THE BUTCHER” CUVÉE WEISS
GRÜNER VELTLINER, SAUVIGNON BLANC, WELCHSRIESLING | BRUGENLAND
Don’t know any Austrian wines? Then this is the perfect bottle to start with.

Well-known for their high and consistent quality whites and also for  

the most expensive “Riedel” wine glasses. This Cuvée Weiss with 94/100  
from Robert Parker offers a smooth blend and the perfect way to start your evening.

Although high in alcohol, this wine will perfectly match 昀椀sh and chicken dishes.
Just give it a try!

BOTTLE  € 45,00 
 



ITALY 

PINOT GRIGIO GORGO IGT 
PINOT GRIGIO | VENETO
A cosmopolitan wine that enchants its admirers with pleasant notes of citrus, pears and green 

apples. The 昀椀nish is accompanied by mineral hints of the chalk and clay-dominated soil.

BOTTLE  € 35,00 
 
SOAVE CLASSICO - LE BATTISTELLE 
GARGANEGA | SOAVE
Well-balanced wine with an enchanting sensory blend of aromatic herbs, white 昀氀owers 
and citrus. On the palate the wine has a nice structure and an important mineral note 

attesting to the volcanic matrix of the soil. A long and sweet 昀椀nish with exceptional  
harmony.

BOTTLE  € 48,00 

SPAIN 

SERRA DA ESTRELA, ALBARIÑO 
ALBARIÑO | GALICIA
A young, straw-yellow Albariño with a lively and bright appearance. Characterized by its  

typical purity and minerality, in combination with white, ripe stone fruit,  

this wine excels in its beauty.

BOTTLE  € 55,00 
 
SOUTH AFRICA 

ZWEEFTEEF
CHENIN BLANC | WESTERN CAPE
A light white wine with hints of peach, apple and pear. A nice fresh thirst quencher!

BOTTLE  € 30,00 
 
“BABOON ROCK” UNWOODED 
CHARDONNAY | FRANSCHHOEK
This fruity chardonnay with a medium body takes “monkey business”to a whole  

new level. The century-old vines and grapes in this rural area are protected from  

“monkey thieves” by friendly paintball gun昀椀re. With a winery this creative in protecting 
their precious yield, you can only imagine how playful they are in creating their wines.

BOTTLE  € 45,00 
 



USA 

WILD BOY
CHARDONNAY | SANTA BARBARA
“Hey dude, make a wine on the wild side” is not an empty promise. A true lust for  

the eye, nose and tongue! An extrovert yet sensibly weighed chardonnay, balancing  

both rich citrus fruits  and judicious old French oak barrels. Perfect to accompany  

the likes of our meat and rich 昀椀sh dishes.

BOTTLE  € 75,00 
 

REDS 
 
ARGENTINA 

SAN FELIPE “BODEGA LA RURAL”
MALBEC | MENDOZA
Spicy, full and round. Made with passion! Ripe black fruit and spices,  

some raisins and soft tannins. Not too 昀椀rm, but thankfully still not a softy.

BOTTLE  € 35,00 

DOÑA EVITA P. “PREMIUM”
MALBEC | MENDOZA VALLEY 
Intense, violin-like color. Bouquet of fresh plums, dried 昀椀gs and vanilla.
Soft ripe fruit such as blackberries and blueberries play velvet on the fumé-oak keys.

Velor, ripe tannins close this large, ripe Malbec. Magni昀椀cent wine, wonderful with our 
grilled parilla dishes. 

BOTTLE  € 45,00 

AUSTRALIA 

“WOODFIRED” 
SHIRAZ | HEATHCOTE
Authentically Heathcote and perfectly crafted to accompany a chargrilled  

côte à l’os. Bold, brooding and delicious.

BOTTLE  € 45,00 
 



AUSTRIA 

“THE BUTCHER” PINOT NOIR
PINOT NOIR | BRUGENLAND
The Butcher Pinot Noir is made from 100% pinot noir and is bright

ruby red in colour. It’s a very nice pinot noir with enough maturity  

and diversity in taste. Great acidity and nicely playful. Fruit tones of red berries,  

strawberries and cherries, complemented by some soft caramel in the aftertaste.

A lovely wine to drink.

BOTTLE  € 49,00 
 
POINT 
BLAUER ZWEIGELT | NIEDERÖSTERREICH
A dark ruby red wine with garnet edges. It has a taste of cherries and plums  

with smoky and dense aromas, 昀椀ne barrique tones with hints of cinnamon,  
cloves and vanilla. A 昀椀rm and powerful fruitiness on the palate. The wine is  
a full-bodied wine with a medium 昀椀nish and great balance and harmony. 
This wine can go #SOLDOUT as it is very popular and not always available.

BOTTLE  € 36,00

FRANCE 

DOMAINE DE VALENSAC MERLOT 
MERLOT | PAYS D’OC
Particularly elegant red wine from the south of France. Beautiful ruby red colour  

and re昀椀ned bouquet of cassis, chocolate truf昀氀e and red pome fruit. The fruity 昀氀avour 
starts with especially lots of ripe red cherries, raspberries and currants culminating 

in a long soft 昀椀nish.

BOTTLE  € 38,00 

VACQUEYRAS “DOMAINE DU GRAND PRIEUR” 
GRENACHE, SYRAH, MOURVÈDRE | RHÔNE
The nose is generous with aromas of ripe fruit such as: blackcurrant,  

strawberry jam and light herbal notes intertwined with violet blossom.  

The palate is round and creamy with silky tannins that mingle  

with a touch of liquorice. 

BOTTLE  € 55,00 
 



ITALY 

“COLLI RIPANI” MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO
MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO | MARCHE
Deep ruby red colour leaning towards burgundy. It has a bouquet of red fruits  

and purple 昀氀owers. The taste is savoury, dry and full-bodied.

BOTTLE  € 35,00 
 
68 VIGNAIOLI “CANTINA SAMPIETRANA” 
PRIMITIVO | PUGLIA
Intense ruby red colour. In the nose, ripe black fruit and notes of vanilla.

In the mouth, elegant, smooth and intense, as a Primitivo should be.

BOTTLE  € 59,00 
 
BARDOLINO GORGO 
CORVINA, MOLINARA, RONDINELLA | VENETO
A bright ruby red coloured wine. In the nose aromas of mainly red cherry and a splash of 

ripe strawberries. The palate reveals notes of tiny red and dark fruits merging with  

a gentle and pleasant bitter to its 昀椀nish, but also soft tannins and mild acidity.
Fans can also drink this wine when chilled.

BOTTLE  € 36,00 
 
MOLDOVA 

SALCUTA SELECT RANGE PINOT NOIR
PINOT NOIR | SALCUTA 
Attractive colour of black cherry, pronounced aroma with pleasant hints of ripe forest 

fruits, plums and blueberries. The palate is balanced and rounded with soft tannins. 

BOTTLE  € 30,00 

SPAIN 

“ONTAÑON” CRIANZA
TEMPRANILLO, GARNACHA | RIOJA
Ontañon, located outside of Logroño, sources fruit from their own vineyards  

in Rioja Baja. These wines show richness of fruit due to high elevation,  

isolated vineyards and gently sloping on poor, stony soils. Very long on the palate,  

the natural sense of fruit deepens with air. With our motto “sharing is caring”  

this rioja is also available in a magnum and jeroboam bottle. Perfect for a party in BS!!! 

BOTTLE  € 43,00 
MAGNUM (1,5 L)  € 82,00 



GRAN CERDO
TEMPRANILLO | RIOJA
‘Bottled alive’ as written on the cork ... Gran Cerdo is a great wine dedicated

to the bank managers that refused to provide the winemakers a loan, which

is represented on the label. With a little help from their friends  they did manage

to produce this wine. We are proud to present it at Black Smoke! 

BOTTLE  € 35,00 

EL BOS OAKED
TINTA DE TORO | TORO
A powerhouse with lots of red fruit… It’s a full-bodied wine with roasted notes  

on the nose. And it combines perfectly with our parilla grill. Bring on those  

dry aged meat selections! 

BOTTLE  € 53,00 

URUGUAY 

TERRAZUL TANNAT 
TANNAT | MONTEVIDEO
The wine is deep dark red in color with notes of cedar, red and black fruits  

in the nose. The wine has a nice balance of tannins, some spiciness  

and ripe fruit such as plums and blackcurrants. 

BOTTLE  € 37,00

THE HOLY GRAIL OF THE BBQ WORLD 

AALTO 2018/2019
TEMPRANILLO | RIBERA DEL DUERO, SPAIN
The magni昀椀cent Aalto has ranked among Spain’s absolute best in less 
than 15 years. Their wines are characterised by elegant power and age 

gracefully. Complex ensemble of blackcurrant, toast, mocha and earthy 

notes. The palate is particularly deep and full of ripe dark red fruit.  

Mariano García studied at the “Escuela de la Vid y el Vino” in Madrid  

and made his 昀椀rst harvest in 1968 at Vega Sicilia, where he developed  
his professional career as Technical Director of the company for 30 years, 

until 1998. In 1999, he founded Bodegas AALTO. The wines unite the 
power and structure with elegance and complexity. 

BOTTLE  € 105,00



ALEXANDER VS THE HAM FACTORY 2018
MALBEC, CABERNET SAUVIGNON, MERLOT, TEMPRANILLO   
RIBERA DEL DUERO, SPAIN
The Duero wine you wouldn’t expect! Dark fruit in nose and mouth,

smokey notes, and cocoa. In short, a solid red wine that goes wonderfully

with a succulent piece of meat! Initially this was a collaboration of four couples.

But one couple no longer felt like collaborating, hence the missing leg of 昀氀esh
and blood of the pig. 

BOTTLE  € 95,00 
 
DOMAINE MICHEL GROS VOSNE ROMANÉE 1ER CRU ‘AUX BRÛLÉES’ 2017 
PINOT NOIR | BOURGOGNE, CÔTE DE NUITS, FRANCE
Wine Spectator 93/100

This estate has enjoyed a high reputation for decades, ranking among the crème  

de la crème of Burgundy. Michel Gros, now assisted by his son Pierre owns,  

among others, the highly reputed ‘1° cru Aux Brûlées’ in Vosne-Romanée.  

Exceptional class, very limited volumes. Youthful, compact nose of 昀氀oral raspberry  
and cherry fruit, cedar and cinnamon spices. A concentrated palate of wild strawberry  

and red cherries, stylish oak and a sappy, mineral 昀椀nish.

BOTTLE  € 240,00 
 
CLOS DU MARQUIS GRAND VIN 2016 – ST JULIEN 
CABERNET SAUVIGNON 66%, MERLOT 24%, CABERNET FRANC 9%, 
PETIT VERDOT 1% | BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Parker 94/100

Wine Spectator 93/96

No longer the second wine of Léoville Las Cases! As of 2010, this cru encompasses

all the plots that lie outside the walled vineyard of Léoville Las Cases,

i.e. the other side of the road. These terroirs are great, as they are surrounded

by several 2nd Crus of St Julien and Pauillac. Clos du Marquis is a mighty wine

from Hubert Delon, and is much cheaper than his Léoville Las Cases, but is vini昀椀ed
by the same team and with the same techniques. On the nose, this wine expresses

intense notes of black fruits (black cherries) and balsamic scents of cedar.

The entry in the mouth is dynamic, with a very nice acid support and develops

into a powerful mid-palate, structured with elegance but with a tannicity that

impresses with its precision. A Clos du Marquis that is astonishing in its power

and balance. Superb!

BOTTLE  € 145,00 



PINKS 
 
LE P’TIT RAMATUELLE
CARIGNAN, GRENACHE, MERLOT, CINSAULT   
PROVENCE, CÔTE D’AZUR, FRANCE
A distinctive, fresh and playful rosé from southern France, with a fashionable  

light pink colour, crisp red fruit, dry and smokey in taste and with a clean,  

lively aftertaste. A perfect rosé to drink all day. Available in magnum version  

especially for you!

BOTTLE  € 38,00 
MAGNUM (1,5 L)  € 75,00 

CHÂTEAU SAINT-MAUR ‘YOU ARE MAUR’ ROSÉ     
MOURVÈDRE, CINSAULT, UGNI BLANC, GRENACHE | CÔTE D’AZUR, FRANCE
A delicious and summery rosé straight from the cellars of a grand Château at the  

Côte d’Azur. This summer’s hype! This wine has a peachy colour with golden re昀氀ections,  
an expressive and fruity nose with tones of white peach and red berries such as  

gooseberry. On the palate fresh and fruity with spicy notes of English sweets. 

BOTTLE  € 42,00 
 
L’EXCELLENCE “CRU CLASSÉ ROSÉ” 2021 - CHÂTEAU SAINT-MAUR
32% MOURVÈDRE, 24% GRENACHE, 24% CARIGNAN, 20% SYRAH  
AOP CÔTES DE PROVENCE CRU CLASSÉ, FRANCE 
Top league rosé! 

The re昀椀ned nose reveals a fullness of aromas, scents of white fruit and 昀氀owers. On a 昀椀rst 
approach, it is a mineral wine from where it evolves into notes of white fruit. On the palate 

it develops a beautiful freshness in 昀椀nesse and nuances (昀氀owers, delicate fruit such as 
white peach, apricot or litchi). 

BOTTLE  € 75,00 
 



MYSTERIOUS WINES FROM OUR CELLAR 
 
This is de昀椀nitely the page where you’ll have the most fun and 昀椀nd the best deals!
Here we offer wines from a different vintage or low in stock. Some of these wines will  

be removed from our wine list and we would like to offer them at cool prices. 

 

PINKS 

APÁTSÁGI PINCÉSZET TRICOLLIS ROSÉ
MERLOT, PINOT NOIR | PANNONHALMA, HUNGARY
The rosé was made from 50% pinot noir and 50% merlot and was coloured for

6 to 8 hours. Meaning: it was made from blue grapes, but according to the white wine 

method. In the nose, it is a beautiful combination of the two grape varieties:

cherries from the pinot and strawberries and raspberries from the merlot.

The colour is brick red and the beautiful acids give this rosé its freshness.

BOTTLE        € 36,00 

RED 

VINUVA MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO     
MONTEPULCIANO | MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO, ITALY  
This spicy red wine has 昀氀avours of ripe plums and berries. It has a cherry-red  
colour with purple re昀氀ections. In the nose it presents notes of candied fruit  
and the pleasant scent of brushwood. On the palate, the tannins are balanced  

and the roundness of this wine falls perfectly.

BOTTLE        € 30,00 
 
GARNACHA DE FUEGO
GRENACHE | ARAGÓN, D.O. CALATAYUD
Calatayud is Spain’s highest zone for growing garnacha and produces wines  

that are incredibly intense yet balanced with bright acids due to the high altitudes.  

The slate soils give Brega phenomenal minerality.  One of the most unique garnachas  

in Spain because of its balance between concentration and acidity.  

A real powerhouse that 昀椀ts perfectly with the dishes from our parilla grill.

BOTTLE  € 43,00 
 



PENLEY ESTATE TOLMER 2018 
CABERNET SAUVIGNON | COONAWARRA, AUSTRALIA
The Tolmer is a modern rendition of Coonawarra Cabernet. Rich in blackcurrant  

and 昀氀avorful aromas of French oak. Medium bodied without being too heavy,  
the wine has a generous complexity of juicy fruit and interwoven tannins. 

BOTTLE  € 42,00 
 
THE BULLSEYE WINE
CABERNET SAUVIGNON, TEMPRANILLO | MANZANILLA, SPAIN
This cabernet sauvignon from Spain will make you say “Bullseye!” Will you be

our torero for the day? In the mouth it is a powerful wine. The nose often reveals

aromas of evolution (aging), brushwood or oak and aromas of red fruit.

BOTTLE  € 29,00 
 
BARGYLUS
CABERNET SAUVIGNON, MERLOT, SYRAH | LATAKIA, SYRIA 
World’s most dangerous wine. A BS suggestion. Karim and Sandro Saade have not

been able to visit their vineyard for several years, but they still continue to make wine 

each vintage with their Syrian winemaking team, on the phone. The Saade’s vineyard

is located in Northwest Syria, on the slopes of the coastal mountain range. It is currently

Syria’s only surviving commercial winery since the war broke out in March 2011. 

“What started as a venture has turned into a challenge. An act of perseverance”,

say the Saades. Don’t like risk but do like wine? Then just come dine with us

and have a bottle, it’s safer that way.

BOTTLE  € 75,00 
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